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The Fort Wayne & Southern
R. R. Co.

The Railroad That Never Laid a Rail

By LOU IS H. HAYNES

JOHN STUDEBAKER of Bluffton, Indiana and David
Haines of Muncie first proposed building a railroad
from Fort Wayne to Muncie and then on to Louis-

ville, Kentucky. They were apparently successful in their
initial endeavour as on Jan. 15, 1849 the Fort Wayne
and Southern Railroad Co. was incorporated under the
laws of Indiana. Twenty-five men were named in the
incorporation papers as officers. The capital stock of the
new corporation was $500,000, with the option of
increasing it to $750,000 if required. Shares were to
be issued in denominations of $25 each.

Very little is known about the corporations's oper-
ations during its short existence, as there are no records
to research. We do know that the road was surveyed
and some property was purchased. One source says
that 63.51 miles of grading and construction work was
done. In those days, the railroads paid for property
and labor by scrip, paper money or stock issues. I have
seen in a friend's collection a certificate for four shares
of stock, par value of $25 each. The man named on the
certificate lived near Fort Wayne along the route of the
road, so this stock could have been for a land purchase;
labor was usually paid for in scrip or paper money.

Seven notes were issued by this "railroad." The first
issue was dated Sept. 8, 1854. These "deer notes", so-
called because of the center vignette, are categorized as
scrip and are very rare. They were issued only in $1,
$3, and $5 denominations.

The second issue consists of notes dated Oct. 2, 1854
and printed by Toppan, Carpenter & Co. of Cincinnati.
There are two types of the one-dollar: Type A and
Type B, with these distinguishing letters found at the
right of center just below the word "Indiana." Type B
is the scarcer. Like the first issue, the second was
released in the $1, $3 and $5 denominations only. All
the paper of both issues was signed by D. Thomas,
Secretary, and W. Coleman, President.

It is believed that this corporation lasted only a year
or two and then went bankrupt. However, the sheriff's
sale was not held until Jan. 20, 1866, about twenty
years later. It is definitely known that the Fort Wayne
and Southern did not lay one rail on the line from Fort
Wayne through Muncie to Louisville. Therefore, this
definitely was "the railroad that never laid a rail."
Interestingly enough, the inscription at the top of the
scrip reads "States of Indiana and Kentucky," while
that on the second issue states "incorporated by the
States of Indiana and Kentucky." The promoters had
intentions of being a veritable "Southern Railroad", it
seems.

After the sheriff's sale of 1866, seven other bank-
ruptcies, mergers and foreclosures brought the line down
to the New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railway System.

The first issue—the so-called "deer notes"

The second issue, $1, Types A and B
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The second issue, $3 and $5

That was a merger by the Van Sweringen brothers of
Cleveland and was known as the "Nickel Plate Line."
A few years ago the Nickel Plate merged into the Norfolk
& Western, which is running over the territory now, so
somewhere along the way the rails were laid!

All seven of these notes are very desirable obsolete
paper money collector's items. I know of only four sets
of the first issue in the state of Indiana. which indicates
their rarity. As for the stock. it's like some of my pur-
chases on the New York Stock Exchange the past few
years—worthless. I don't give investment advice, but
it would appear that the Fort Wayne and Southern Rail-
road would have been a poor investment, as it was bank-
rupt within two years of organization.

Sources:
Indiana State Laws, General & Local, 33rd Session, 1848-

49
The Nickel Plate Story, by John A. Rehor
The Nickel Plate Road, by Taylor Hampton
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Federal Reserve Corner

THE new Series 1974 Federal Reserve dollars have
now appeared in all 12 districts. Minneapolis was
the last one, and in the larger districts several new

blocks have appeared. Of course, the "A" suffix has
shown up for all districts, but we also have the following:
B-B. B-C. B-D. C-B. E-B, F-B, F-C. G-B, and L-B.

For the record, there have been a great many different
-groups" of COPE produced notes, which are mainly for
New York, Richmond, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas and San
Francisco. However, production has been mainly for
New York and there are a large number of breaks with-
in the range of serials, which make for very interesting
collecting.

The star notes for the Series 1974 are also quite un-
usual. Only six districts have been printed. as of July
31, 1975. Not a single district (so far I has a starting
point of 00000001, but all were printed in the last process.
where a block ends ( the 25.000th brick). In this
printing the upper left quadrant of the sheet ( A 1 thru
H 11 contains regular notes, while the other three quad-
rants, with serial numbers starting at 00 160 001 *, com-
plete the 20,000 sheet run.

We find that for districts New York, Philadelphia,
Richmond, Atlanta, Chicago, and San Francisco the star
notes all start with serial number 00 160 000* and end
with the listing as follows for the different districts:

First printing for New York ends with B 01 280 000 *:
but the second printing starts with B 01 440 001 * to B

02 560 000 *: and third printing with B 02 720 001 * to
B 03 200 000*. To date only these New York stars
have appeared on the scene (and from the first group).

Philadelphia ended the first run with C 00 640 000 *,
and the same ending was found for both Richmond. At-
lanta. and San Francisco. Chicago ended with G 01
920 000 *.

Reports of these stars will be appreciated as they come
on the scene. For the record, the hard-to-find Minne-
apolis $1 stars, Series 1969 B, are starting to appear in
the Series 1974 notes. There was an adequate printing,
and with everyone on the "watch", there should be
enough to go around at reasonable prices. In this in-
stance, it will pay to wait a while and not pay an
exhorbitant price!

The regular "syngraphics" press will carry listings of
the COPE printings, and for those interested, this is a
very fertile field and brings a real challenge to the col-
lecting of our current notes.

Your comments and reports always are welcome. I
regret that I was unable to attend ANA. but have had
some really glowing reports of our banquet, speaker,
etc. They are always GREAT! See you next issue!

NATHAN GOLDSTEIN II
P. 0. Box 36
Greenville, Miss. 38701
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